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about what exactly a Compute Engine is,
and how they differ from the regular VM.

When I am logged into the Cloud Shell, I can
choose to use a VM which has a time-limit,
and to Compute Engine which allows me to
run an infinite amount of instances. I don't

understand how the different resources
differ. Can someone clarify for me? A: VM is
a virtual machine that you can run inside a
Compute Engine. You don't need to manage

them, they're managed for you. You can
boot a custom OS inside a VM from the
Cloud Shell, or you can start any OS you

want that has Google Cloud Shell available
(e.g. Ubuntu Linux). Compute Engine is a

way to send commands to Google's servers
so that Google can distribute (and serve) the

OS, applications, files, etc that you're
running to a bunch of computers at once.

You need to manage the machines that you
launch through Compute Engine. Google
says this about Compute Engine: Google

Compute Engine provides an elastic platform
for your applications and services. You can
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run applications on demand across a virtual
cluster of Google-managed machines.
Google Compute Engine gives you the

flexibility to move your resources between
regions, automatically resize compute
resources to meet changing demand,

provide availability on your public or private
internet IP 648931e174
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